


Jagged* - Denim Jagged* - Natural Jagged* - Orange

Bridget - Brown Bridget - Orange

Jonathan Adler’s first carpet collection for Kravet Carpet includes a beautiful 

and unique selection of in stock area rugs offered in simple and sophisticated 

geometric designs. These designs are available in two styles. One is a                     

hand-knotted cut pile wool area rug that is dyed by hand using vegetable and 

chrome dyes, resulting in natural irregularities for a one-of-a-kind antiqued 

look that adds depth and a strong gradation of color. The second available 

construction is hand-knotted using undyed natural hemp and bamboo silk, 

which features a beautiful tiger’s eye striation and amplifies the beauty of the 

fibers. These natural color variations, weave lines and striations add to the 

beauty of these simple and striking designs. All rugs are available in stock in 

a range of sizes, making them ideal for any timeline and budget.

Due to hand made construction and fiber’s natural variations, carpet is not guaranteed to match photographic representation



Oculus* - Slate

Vertebrae - Brown Vertebrae - Orange

Nixon* - Denim Nixon* - Ice Nixon* - Natural

Oculus* - Gray

Each rug perfectly anchors a room and is the perfect combination of art and craftsmanship. 

Available in 4x6, 6x9, 8x10, 9x12, 10x14  *Jagged, Nixon and Oculus are also available in 3x5
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To view the full Jonathan Adler for Kravet
Carpet and Fabric Collections, please visit:

kravet.com/jonathanadler 
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Carpets clockwise: Nixon Denim, Bridget Brown, Jagged Orange, Bridget Orange, Oculus Slate, Nixon Natural, Vertebrae Brown, Jagged Denim; Front cover: Tuxedo Side Chairs 
FS18S, Bacio in Capri 32470-13; Wrapped Console Table B5121, Super Nova in Gravel (11); Wallpaper WOC 2440; Carpet- Nixon Denim


